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New member W0OF

Giles G0NXA, brought along new member “Jack” 
(W0OF). Here he is being nudged for his membership 

fee by Derek G3WAG!

Editorial (Iss 19)

The recent 100% increase in the Club 
membership fee was met with just a little 
derision from some of the members. Raised 
from £5 to £10 for 1 year, the increase 
was deemed by the committee to be really 
excellent value for money when considering 
the increased expenses of that members special 
“radio/ATV night out”. The Journal is also 
working hard to support the club by additional 
revenue generated through advertising.
AGM 5th April
A grand gathering of members made for a 
good evening. It was good to see Paul and 
Heather down from Telford, who both together 
had a strong wish to get involved with the very 
strong contesting group which we have… I 
believe they have just been inducted! Ed.

The Journal joined together with the club 
members in saying goodbye the Derek our 
Chairman, who stood down after two years 
sterling service. Thank you Derek.

Almost at the throw of a switch, so to speak, 
we all watched as Nigel, with applaud, pomp 
and ceremony, winged his way delicately 
across to the exalted Chairman’s seat, as the 
newly elected top-dog (so to speak again!). 
Nigel had new ideas already penned down 
and there was speculation that he had prior 
knowledge of this whole affair because his 
chairmanship was 
already cited on the 
“procedures list”… 
inadvertently it was later 
claimed. Welcome and 
best wishes Nigel.

Welcome and good 
wishes too, to our new 
committee member 
Tristan Quiney M0VXX.

…Ed
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Edito
rial

At the AGM, it w
as with great reluctance that 

the members had to say goodbye to Nigel 

Hancocks G4XTF, our Chairman of many 

years sta
nding. Throughout his Chairmanship 

the Club has prospered in many areas and we 

now have many more willing members coming 

along to our meetings. Thanks Nigel.

The committee also has had to say goodbye to 

Dave M0RNI, who has decided to leave their 

ranks after many years of service to the Club. 

Of course, we shall see Dave at meetings and 

continue to seek his advice. Thanks David.

With best wishes, we welcome Derek G3WAG 

who has taken over the Chairmanship. Derek, 

like Nigel, is i
ntent on keeping the Club 

healthy and prosperous. We know Derek has 

some new ideas to discuss and we all wish him 

every success.

Recently, in ancient volcanic ash in 

Herefordshire, a crustacean fossil w
as 

discovered. It w
as dated to be 430,000,000 

years old! and is re
puted to be the earliest 

fossil e
ver found. More recently man 

has landed on the moon and earlier than 

that G3LZM taught himself the Morse 

code. For those of you wishing to learn 

this most fascinating and “nifty” mode of 

communication, see the teaching aid on page 

10 by G4FON.

Ed

VHF Field D
ay

The location for this event is B
rown Clee Hill 

near the village of Burwarton (WV16 6QH) 

and will be held on the 1st July starting at 

1500hrs, and finishing on 2nd July at 1500hrs; 

and is fo
r 2M, 70cm and 23cm. However, the 

6M session runs from 1500hrs ’til
l 2300hrs 

on 1st July and 4M session runs from 0900hrs 

’till 1
500hrs on 2nd July. Saturday & Sunday 

respectively.

A fee of £10 per person is payable to the 

Boyne Estate.

Note that parking availability is re
stricted at 

the site therefore people are requested to park 

at the village Parish Hall fro
m where a shuttle 

service will operate to the site.

Our premium contact is M
att Porter G8XYJ.

Good Luck Everyone….Ed

Sile
nt K

ey

It is w
ith much 

regret that the 

Journal formally 

announces the 

death of Dave 

Hicks G8EPR.

Dave was 

keeper of the 

PYE Museum 

in Bewdley and 

was a very active 

member of the 

PMR fraternity. 

He had been in 

hospital for many 

months after a very serious ladder accident.

The HARS Club members, and its J
ournal

readership, sends sincere condolences to his 

family and friends. He will be greatly missed.

Photo from Pye Museum web site 

(www.qsl.net/gm8aob)
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Mercha
ndise

Great New Prices!

See page 12

Can you put a 
picture of an ECC82 

valve instead, 
please!

Sid & Charlie

Shall I put a female 
pin-up on the Journal 
front page this time??
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Mercia Radio Telephones
Unit	1.	Grandstand	Business	Centre	
Faraday	Road	-	Hereford	-	HR4	9NS

Tel: 01432 267864
Calling all radio hams…!

Icom equipment 
for you!

Call Stuart G3WRA now for 
that special, special, deal.

20MHz 2-Channel 

Oscilloscope

by Duncan M0OTG

Club night March 1st Duncan gave all of us 
the chance to see how a laptop PC can be 
turned into an accurate oscilloscope using the 
“ Hamtech Oscilloscope” converter available 
on eBay price £50.

There are various models to choose from, 
with a maximum top frequency of operation 
ranging up to 100MHz. The Unit demonstrated 
maxed out at 20MHZ. For calibration-check 
purposes, an accurate 1KHZ frequency is 
available.

The measuring about 8” x 5” x .75”high, it is 
connected into the laptop via the USB port. 
Basic waveform data/parameters are digitally 
displayed along with the waveform which can 
be a square-wave, trapezoidal or sinusoidal 
OR, a combination of everything. And DC 
voltage of course.

Why not use one to check the purity of your 
CW waveform up to and including 14MHZ?

Thanks Duncan… wonderful …Ed

HARS radio equipment available 

for loan to Club members or for 

purchase

The following list of equipment is available 
for loan to Club members. The loan period 
is 3 months and members wishing to use 
the equipment will have to sign a simple 
agreement which covers the loan terms. If you 
wish to borrow then please contact Duncan 
(Hon Sec) M0OTG.

Grid Dip Meter MFJ-201
Buddipole 10-40M portable antenna with 
tripod and carrying case.
Yaesu FT450 All bands to 50MHz. Needs 
a 12V PSU
Pixie 7MHz QRP kit. Needs assembling.
Baofeng UV-5R 70cms/144MHz hand-
held complete with accessories.

Go portable with the Buddipole!  …Ed.

•
•

•

•
•
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US Navy finds ham radio 

training makes “workers 

better at their jobs”

(Source: Southgate ARC via Mike K8RAT)

Can learning amateur radio make for better 
engineers and software developers?

Writing in C4ISRNET – Electronic Warfare, 
Eric Tegler says:

When a group of [US] Navy engineers and 
software developers took time away from their 
day jobs in December, they spent the time 
pursuing a task long considered passe: they 
became licensed amateur radio operators.

Some 23 employees from Naval Air Warfare 
Center Weapons Division (NAWCWD) took 
a week-long class in amateur radio at Point 
Mugu, California culminating with an FCC 
amateur radio license test. All passed and are 
certified at the “technician” level for amateur 
radio operation [permitted 200 watts on some 
HF bands, 1500 watts above 30 MHz].

Now, Navy officials say the move may make 
the workers better at their jobs. The staff 
gained an understanding of radio frequency 
(RF) propagation that’s essential to what they 
do, said Brian Hill, electromagnetic maneuver 
warfare experimentation lead and collaborative 
electronic warfare supervisor at NAWCWD.

Hill, who earned his amateur radio license 
in high school, noticed that while most of 
his department’s recent hires had degrees in 
computer science, many had little background 
in RF theory or operation.

“You can explain antenna patterns and 
concepts like omni-directional vs directional 
using Smith charts, but it’s helpful to add a 
demonstration to really convey the concept,” 
Hill said. “You can explain modulation as 
a concept, but for a demo… let them listen 
to how modulated digital signals with audio 
frequencies sound… For those who never 
knew the joy of hearing a 2400 bps modem 
connect over a telephone line, it was a new 
concept!”

These concepts are central to electromagnetic 
maneuver warfare.

“We need to be able to have awareness of 
all threats and opportunities from [zero 
frequency] to light within an integrated 
system,” Hill said. “Our adversaries are 
looking at the entire spectrum to use against 
us, and we need to do the same. Having 
awareness of how the atmosphere changes 
from daylight to night and how that affects 
propagation of [high frequency] is important.”

This can be critical for young developers/
engineers whose experience is typically 
limited to the UHF/EHF-based systems now in 
vogue across communications, guidance and 
ISR technologies.

Read the full story at https://www.c4isrnet.
com/electronic-warfare/2019/02/06/can-
learning-ham-radio-make-for-better-engineers-
and-software-developers/

…Ed.

This was originally from 2E0RJS

My greatest fear is that I’ll die  
and my wife will sell my radios  

for what I told her I paid for them.

https://www.c4isrnet.com/electronic-warfare/2019/02/06/can-learning-ham-radio-make-for-better-engineers-and-software-developers/
https://www.c4isrnet.com/electronic-warfare/2019/02/06/can-learning-ham-radio-make-for-better-engineers-and-software-developers/
https://www.c4isrnet.com/electronic-warfare/2019/02/06/can-learning-ham-radio-make-for-better-engineers-and-software-developers/
https://www.c4isrnet.com/electronic-warfare/2019/02/06/can-learning-ham-radio-make-for-better-engineers-and-software-developers/
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Screen shots 

from es’hail 2

Hi guys,

Just thought you 
might like to see some 
amateur TV pictures 
received today by 
John from the new 
geostationary satellite 
eS’Hail 2. These are 
taken opf course from 
the 8MHz wideband 
transponder.

The pictures show 
two shots of G4KLB’s 
transmission being 
displayed using the 
normal screen of the 
software package which 
controls the (home 
built) receiver.

Also included is a 
shot from the beacon 
transmission which 
for the time being is 
a permanent reliable 
signal to help amateurs 
whilst setting up their 
equipment. This shot 
is displayed using the 
‘expert’ screen of the 
software which has 
many more controls 
available.

Hope you like the pics.

73 
Allan  G3RDC and 
John G3YQC
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L - R: Josh M7JMF,  Phil M7ADT,   Alan M7AJA,  Jon Stannard M7RSD, Kirsty M7OLO,   Xander M7XEL,   
David Newman M7KAN Billy M7WJA,  Harriet Parkinson M7HLP  (Photograph by G8BPN)

David Redmayne took the AL exam at the same time as the last foundation licence and is now M0WJA

Foundation Licence Course No15 “Successes 17th Feb”

Internet  ‘RF’  Gateways

Internet radio gateways simply use the internet to 
join together repeaters or simplex stations using 
the latest voice over internet protocol (VOIP) 
technology. The three most popular ones in the UK 
being eQSO, Echolink, and IRLP.

Your radio signal is received by the local gateway, 
converted to digital and relayed via the internet, 
converted back to audio, and retransmitted by the 
remote gateway in another part of the world using 
VHF and UHF equipment throughout.
Good or Bad for Amateur Radio?
Amateur Radio means different things to different 
people. Some like to see how far they can get very 
often under stressful conditions. Others  like to 
develop technology or just look forward to meeting 
and making new friends across the world.

Love it or hate it, internet VOIP “linking” adds 
something new to the hobby. Using dedicated 
repeaters and dedicated frequencies the system 
opens up amateur communications to those who 
cannot instal large aerials. And in some cases 
provides a solution for those who cannot operate 
normally at all due to TVI, planning regulations, 
basement QTH – to name a few obstructions.

…Ed

CAT Cable for the 

FT817ND 

Richard Fox 2E0FDA

Dear Club Members

I recently purchased a CAT cable for my 
Yaesu FT 817 ND. 

Made by a company called Technofix 
in Wales,  it came with an excellent 
software CD which contained idiot proof 
instructions and the relevant drivers.  

I’ve been using it with ‘ham radio 
deluxe’ and all facilities work fine, 
remote control of the rig, waterfall 
display, and bandscape, all displayed on 
a laptop. 

PS been using the Weller soldering 
stations a lot and they’re fantastic. 

PPS busily making aerials.  Wouldn’t 
have been able to do this without so 
much support from the club.

Thanks Richard …Ed.
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note that the wide-band nature of this receiver 
means that the spectrum can be split into 16 
channels (20nm spacing). 
Each channel can be 
separately modulated 
which in this case is 
“intensity” modulation.

Avago Technologies have produced these two 
components which when used with fibre can 
transfer RF emissions over great distances 
using intensity modulated light.
Transmitter AFBR-1310Z.
https://docs.broadcom.com/docs/AV02-3184EN

This transmitter uses single-mode 1310nm 
fibre to pass the analogue 200MHz – 5.5GHz 
frequency range. Parts designated AZ use 
SC/APC pigtail whilst BZ parts use an LC/
PC pigtail which are flex SIP headers which 
can be inserted into a receptacle or soldered 
directly onto a circuit board.

These devices are beginning to get scarce. The 
TX is available from Farnell (2393444) at £60. 
The RX is available on Amazon at £64.

AFBR-1310Z / AFBR-1310xZ
Fiber Optic Transmitter for Multi GHz Analog Links

Data Sheet

Description
The AFBR-1310xZ is a compact, high performance, cost 
effective transmitter for multi GHz analog communication 
over single mode optical fiber.

The transmitter incorporates a linear wide bandwidth 
InGaAsAl/InP Fabry-Perot laser packaged inside a TO-
header, coupled to a single mode fiber pigtail terminated 
with a standard FC/PC connector (or an SC/APC connector, 
or an LC/PC connector), a monitor photodiode for closed 
loop operation, a 50 ohm input impedance linear RF 
amplifier and a bias network that allows to separately 
control the laser average output power.

The transmitter operates at a nominal wavelength of 1310 
nm.

Access to RF input, electrical control signals I/Os and 
amplifier supply is through a flexible printed circuit board. 
The RF input is self biased and AC coupled, and thus does 
not require an external DC block.

A suitable bracket is used to mount the transmitter onto a 
PCB or metal substrate.

The high output power and conversion gain allow for a 
high splitting ratio in branched Passive Optical Networks. 

Features
Compact package 

Uncooled operation in a wide temperature range

High performance 1310 nm Fabry-Perot laser

Built-in high performance RF amplifier

Floating Monitor Photodiode for flexibility in control 
loop design

Single mode fiber pigtailed output with standard FC/
PC connector (AFBR-1310Z)

SC/APC pigtail option available (AFBR-1310AZ)

LC/PC pigtail option available (AFBR-1310BZ)

Low power consumption

Flex interconnect to customer PCB

Minimal external circuitry required

RoHS6 compliant

Pairs to AFBR-2310Z Receiver for multi GHz analog links

Specifications
Nominal 50 ohm RF input impedance

5 mW typical output power at 50 mA laser current 
(room temperature)

5 V RF amplifier supply voltage

200 MHz to 5.5 GHz frequency range

20 mW/V typical slope efficiency/conversion gain

Applications
Analog optical links for satellite signal distribution

In-building antenna remote systems

4

Table 4. Pigtail parameters

Parameter AFBR-1310Z AFBR-1310AZ  AFBR-1310BZ  
Optical connector FC/PC SC/APC, 8° angle LC/PC

Fibre type Single Mode Single Mode  Single Mode  

Fibre length 0.5  0.05 m 0.5  0.05 m 0.5  0.05 m

Secondary coating diameter 0.9 mm 0.9 mm 0.9 mm

Return loss of optical connector 35 dB minimum 45 dB minimum 35 dB minimum 

Schematic Diagram

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram

Figure 2. Electrical pinout (top view after 90° bending of the flexible PCB)

Package Information
The AFBR-1310xZ Transmitter is housed in a robust TO header. The amplifier portion is hosted on a flex/rigid printed 
circuit. The fiber pigtail jacket is made of Hytrel.

The flex circuit can be soldered to the customer PCB by hand soldering or with automatic equipment (like hot bar).

Table 5. Pinout

PAD FUNCTION
1 Monitor Photodiode Cathode (floating)

2 Laser bias (anode)

3 Ground

4 RF in

5 Ground

6 RF amplifier supply

7 Monitor Photodiode Anode (floating)

1 MPD cathode (floating)

2 Laser bias (anode)

3 Ground

4 RFin

5 Ground

6 RF amp [pwer supply

7 MPD anode (floating)

RF4 RFin

2 Laser bias (Anode)

1 Monitor Photodiode Cathode

Fabry-
Perot laser

Monitor Photodiod 

Single mode 
�ber pigtail Optical connector 

(FC/PC or SC/APC 
or LC/PC) 

3 Ground

5 Ground

6 RF amp power supply

7 Monitor Photodiode Anode

RF amp6  RF Out

FC optical connector

PIN

Light in 
5  Ground

4  Ground

3  RF amp/PIN bias

2  RF amp/PIN bias

1  Ground

7  Ground

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Fibre  Optic  Tx/Rx Devices  Covering  200MHz – 5.5GHz

The transmitter input is to a 5V linear (50 
ohm) RF amplifier which is coupled to a 
Fabry-Perot laser. Precise loop control is 
maintained using the integrated floating 
monitor  photodiode that permits a  choice of 
operating level.

Receiver  AFBR-2310Z
https://docs.broadcom.com/docs/AV02-3183EN

This corresponding receiver requires 3.3V. It 
is optimised for 1310nm but will operate over 
800nm to 1600nm light frequency range, the 
complete colour spectrum. It is interesting to 

Warning: Do not work with lasers using power 
levels above those quoted in the data sheets 
without proper eye protection.

…Ed.

https://docs.broadcom.com/docs/AV02-3184EN
https://docs.broadcom.com/docs/AV02-3183EN
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Make ham radio a habit

By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU

Every week, I get an email newsletter from 
Penguin Random House called Signature. 
Signature includes links to articles about books 
and writing. Being a writer, I clicked on the 
link to “5 Good Writing Habits You Need to 
Learn Now.” As I was reading the article, it 
occurred to me that the advice could also apply 
to amateur radio.

So, with apologies to the author, Lorraine 
Berry, here are five things you can do to make 
ham radio a habit:

To get on the air more, or to do more 
building, set up a time to do it. If you 
enjoy getting on the air or homebrewing, 
but never seem to be able to find the 
time to do it, you need to put it on your 
schedule. Set aside the time a couple 
of days, or a week, or even a month in 
advance, and you’ll be more likely to do 
it. If you set up a regular time every week, 
pretty soon it will be a habit.

If ham radio is important to you, create 
an environment that encourages you to do 
ham radio. To make ham radio a habit, you 
really need a place that’s set up to do ham 
radio. If you have to dig out and set up 
your equipment every time that you want 
to get on the air, you’re just not going to do 
it. You need a “shack” that makes it easier 
for you to engage in the hobby. Richards, 
K8JHR, gave me some great advice back 
in 2012 on where and how to set up a 
shack (https://www.kb6nu.com/building-a-
new-shack/).

Create temptations that reward you for 
your new habit of ham radio. For me, 
being able to make interesting contacts, 
or building some new gizmo, is reward 
enough, but you may want to reward 
yourself with a beer or some ice cream 
after an operating session.

Make it easy to do what you like to do. 
This is related to #4. Your shack should 
have everything you need to easily do 
whatever ham radio activities you enjoy 
doing. If you enjoy operating, then it 
should have a nice operating desk. If 

1.

2.

3.

4.

you enjoy building, then set it up so that 
all of your tools are readily accessible. 
The easier it is to do, the more likely it is 
that you’ll do it. If you enjoy operating 
portable, then build up a kit that has all 
the stuff you need, and have it ready to go 
when you’re ready to go.

Start with the Two-Minute Rule for new 
habits and continue from there. The 
“two minute rule” (https://www.lifehack.
org/articles/productivity/how-stop-
procrastinating-and-stick-good-habits-
using-the-2-minute-rule.html) is a tool 
to help you overcome procrastination. 
The idea is to allot just two minutes to a 
task that you’d like to complete or a skill 
that you’d like to develop. It’s a small 
commitment, but enough to get you started, 
and the idea is that once you’re started on a 
particular task or project, continuing work 
on that task or project becomes a lot easier. 
Those two minutes could easily become a 
half hour or an hour once you’ve gotten the 
ball rolling.

Armed with this advice, I’m expecting you to 
be a more active ham in 2019. I’ll be listening 
for you on 40 m.

Thanks Dan …Ed.

Dan Romanchik, KB6NU, is the author of the 
KB6NU amateur radio blog (KB6NU.com), the 
“No Nonsense” amateur radio license study 
guides (KB6NU.com/study-guides/), and one 
of the hosts of the No Nonsense Amateur Radio 
Podcast (NoNonsenseAmateurRadio.com). His 
wife sometimes thinks that amateur radio has 
become too much of a habit for him.

5.

https://www.kb6nu.com/building-a-new-shack/
https://www.kb6nu.com/building-a-new-shack/
http://kb6nu.com
http://KB6NU.com/study-guides/
http://NoNonsenseAmateurRadio.com
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A Microwave Oven FM ATV Transmitter

Adaption of a commercial Microwave Cooker as a Microwave Transmitter. By Bill Parker, 
W8DMR.
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Continued overleaf

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd. THE WORLD FAMOUS HAM RADIO STORE

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd. Wessex House, Drake Avenue, Staines, Middlesex TW18 2AP. E-mail: sales@hamradio.co.uk
Opening Hours: Mon - Fri: 8.30am to 5pm. Sat: 9am to 4.30pm. International Tel: +44 1932 567 333

SAFE ONLINE SHOPPING
Shopping online with ML&S is safe 
and secure. E&OE

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER AND 

FACEBOOK HamRadioUK

      0345 2300 599
Web: www.HamRadio.co.uk

0345 2300 5990345 2300 599                  

www.HamRadio.co.uk

LAM Communications sales@hamradio-shop.co.uk
Moonraker sales@moonraker.eu

Nevada sales@nevada.co.uk
Radio World sales@radioworld.co.uk
Waters & Stanton sales@wsplc.com

Authorised UK Dealers

ML&S AWARDED KENWOOD “DEALER OF THE YEAR”  2018-2019

ML&S Sole U.K Distributor & Repair Workshop for 
JVC-Kenwood Ham Radio Products  

KENWOOD TS-890S 
HF/50MHz/70MHz Base Station 

Full Down Conversion and Roofi ng 
Filters Promise the Best Performance of 
Your DX Life.

FULL operation on HF/6m/4m (yes, it 
really has 70MHz!) 
Full Down Conversion RX

H-mode Mixer
High C/N 1st LO

Built-in Roofi ng Filters
  500Hz / 2.7kHz / 6kHz / 15kHz

7-inch Colour Display
  Roofi ng Frequency Sampling Band 

Scope
Auto Scroll Mode
Multi Information Screen

  100W Heavy Duty Built-in Antenna 
Tuner

TRADE IN’S TAKEN!

AVAILABLE NOW, SEE WWW.HAMRADIO.CO.UK/TS890S

ML&S NEW PRICE : £3499.95

Scoring right up on top of Rob Sherwood & Peter Harts league table of 
receiver performance, the New TS-890S at a very competitive price

200W HF/50MHz Base Station 
Transceiver with Dual TFT Display 

and Dual Receiver. 

KENWOOD TS-990S

FOR MORE INFORMATION CLICK
WWW.HAMRADIO.CO.UK/TS990S

CALL FOR PRICE

The fl agship 200W HF/6m Base 
station with built-in PSU

160-6m Base with ATU.
Upgraded version HF & 6M FULL 

DSP Base Transceiver

KENWOOD TS-590SG

FOR MORE INFORMATION CLICK
WWW.HAMRADIO.CO.UK/TS590SG

ML&S ONLY : £1299.95

Another top performer with sturdy 
engineering and reliability. Another 
Peter Hart favourite, 100W HF-6m

Dual Band Handie 
with unique APRS, 
D-Star & HF SSB 
receive coverage.   

KENWOOD
TH-D74E

FOR MORE INFORMATION CLICK
WWW.HAMRADIO.CO.UK/THD74E

ML&S ONLY : £524.95
FREE SC-57 CASE

Advanced Dual-band 2/70 FM & 
D-Star with APRS & TNC Handie

Authorised UK Dealers

KENWOOD 
TS-480SAT

KENWOOD TM-D710GE

KENWOOD TM-281E

Compact 100W or 200W (HX) with remote head. 
Ideal for remote control operation over IP

Dual-band 2/70 High Power mobile with 
APRS. TNC & Echolink Node terminal 

operation

2m High Power 65W mobile based on 
commercial PMR quality & simple to use

FOR MORE INFORMATION CLICK
WWW.HAMRADIO.CO.UK/TS480SAT

FOR MORE INFORMATION CLICK
WWW.HAMRADIO.CO.UK/TM-281E

FOR MORE INFORMATION CLICK WWW.HAMRADIO.CO.UK/TM-D710GE

Compact 100W or 200W (HX) with remote head. 
Ideal for remote control operation over IP

FOR MORE INFORMATION CLICK

ML&S ONLY : £849.95

ML&S ONLY : £549.95

ML&S ONLY : £149.95

PW May 2019.indd   14 25/03/2019   10:52
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Club Personalised Merchandise

All items have your callsign and club details. For availability and prices please contact Peter 
Lawley M6YPL or journaleditor@herefordradioclub.uk

Hereford Amateur Radio Society

G 3 L Z M

MIKE

T Shirt Cap

Mug

An exotic China version  
is available.

Articles Wanted!

Please think about submissions/projects you 
might like to send in or see.

General topics and key words are listed below.

Members projects 
Members station 
Construction 
Items wanted 
Items for sale 
Hints and kinks

Events 
Notices 
Help 
News 
DX 
Militaria

Training 
QRP/QRO 
Illustrations 
Photographs 
Early radio 
Restoration...

... or anything else that you think might be of 
interest to HARS members. If you have an 
idea for a submission, but don’t know how to 
present it, I will do it for you.

Please submit anything and everything to 
journaleditor@herefordradioclub.uk or talk 
with Mike at the Club meetings.

73s es GDX, G3LZM 
Mike Bush (Editor) 

Employment opportunities at ETL Systems
ETL Systems are based at Madley where they design and manufacture RF 

distribution equipment. The Company have several positions available 
for software/firmware engineers. Also, positions available for production 

technologists and pcb design personnel. Apprenticeships too!

If you would like to consider joining this worthwhile Company please contact 
them direct on 01981 259020 or if you wish to discuss with me (Mike) first of 

all, then please email journaleditor@herefordradioclub.uk or call 01432 272987.

mailto:journaleditor@herefordradioclub.uk

